Concept Abstract
Submit the one-page abstract with your concept video.
Abstract submission is required before concepts are posted online.

Team Name, Concept Name, Team Lead Name:

Tepuchtli, Magazine, Araceli
In a few words, describe the general idea of your concept (game/social media/signs/book, etc.)
A magazine that treats mining news, curiosities like relationship between mining and literatury, social actions that
mining companies are making for communities, general opinions of professionals and teachers and articles that are being

written by students who want to change the perception of mining

In a brief paragraph, describe your concept and how it will change the public’s perception of mining.
Our maganize will be about any topic refered to mining that any person (especially people that are new with mining
activities) can understand in order to have a better percetion of mining. Our goal is that these persons thing about
what mining gives them and why it's so import for their devolpment and even thought why it's important for global activities

In a few words, describe your intended audience.
Peoples that unknow the mining, new generations of engineers and general public

How far reaching do you envision your concept, that is, how many people and at what age ranges do
you think your concept will reach?
Our goal is that magazine is readen by communities where mining works and schools where is teached the mining

We are expecting that this public that would read the magazine, they will be between 10 or 100 years old

Please show a general breakdown and total projected cost of your project, if it were to be noticed or
sponsored.
Our project is divided in two stages: First stage is the diffusing of magazine in country scale, and after of this, We want to

expand in international scale.
The main cost of the project is reffered to expenses of marketing and diffusion

Briefly please include any additional information you would like judges to know about your concept.
Our project was inspired by events arising of actions that mexican mining industry did for counter this sanitary crisis.
We saw that social actions by mining are not recognized even thought minig was one of industries that contributed the most

supported in the country.
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